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6 of 6 review helpful This is a 5 star book By Tim Chavez Chavez I rarely write reviews However after finishing this 
book I was disappointed to see that it only averages 4 stars So reluctantly I write this reviews are funny things It as 
though we are expected to review a book with the same system of criteria we would a pocket knife or a pack of crew 
socks And perhaps many books fulfill such practical fun Vietnam 1972 under a full moon on the banks of the Song Ma 
River a baby girl is pulled out of her dead mother rsquo s grave This is Rabbit who is born with the ability to speak 
with the dead She will flee from her destroyed village with a makeshift family thrown together by war As Rabbit 
channels the voices of the dead their chorus reconstructs the turbulent history of a nation from the days of French 
Indochina and the World War II rubber plantations to the cha ldquo Haunting and beautiful A deft mix of folklore 
magical realism and stories of struggle rdquo mdash Los Angeles Times ldquo Fascinating A deeply affecting novel 
rdquo mdash The New York Times Book ldquo Possesses 
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library  review the palm beach gardens police department has reviewed surveillance video of the fatal june 9 accident 
in which venus williams was found to be at fault and released a whether youre looking at a former sharecropper 
hitchhiking from clarksdale to chicago in 1923 or an orphan from aleppo in a boat full of refugees in 2016 
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we may well feel glad that gods people of old were men of like passions with ourselves it is not the will of god that his 
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